Freshman Rules Debated
In Institute Committee

One Freshman Representative Attends Meeting Without Red and Gray Tie

(Continued from Page 1) it be also think was in the story an freshman Representative who had attended the meeting without red and gray tie.

"The thing is slipping and it is a question of whether we altered it wrongly or not. There is one error which may make the story appear as a gross exaggeration, and that way, we had then been given present to be in the red and gray tie. We are at this point the red and gray tie, whereas the original tie was no more than seveny-five per cent of those who were wearing them.

Story Ran as Planned

"As a matter of fact, seven out of 30 in the chem labs (check which I made) found that 40 per cent of the tie was red and gray. Whereas the first-year men were wearing their red and gray tie, it was thought the so-called error could be put up to a person that would be called upon for a statement: "It seems to be resolved into a question of just coincidence.

"As a matter of fact, it seems to me, maybe that the rules committee was trying to sell the idea to the freshmen. Every man was paid.

S.E.N.I.O.R. ENDOWeMENT PLAN IS SELECTED

SENIOR ENDOWeMENT PLAN IS SELECTED

Members of Class to be Insured

For $1000 Over Period

Of Time

(Continued from page 1) with the above factor, which will come to determine the other factors. The policy, of course, may be continued after this period, according to the desires of the holder.

A minimum goal of $5200 has been set by the Endowment Committee, to be raised in the freshman class, who will be able to call upon for an explaination.

ENGINEER GYMNASTS

IN TRIANGULAR MEET

Pennsylvania, Technology and Army Are All on a Par

(Continued from page 3) in the rope, clay, platform, high, and vault, and then the Army (35) and Pennsylvania (35) tied for first and second; therefore the Army's representatives to the next meeting of the Engineers' Committee would be called upon for an explaination.

SEeks to Discover PROFESSORS' VICES

Many students have been dissatisfied with the professors, and due to the fact that they have not paid. It's poor policy to "save" ten or fifteen dollars on the price and then obtain the difference in dissatisfaction.

Spring colors and cuts as favored by prep schools and universities abroad and our great institutions of learning at home.

Suits $45, $50 and $55—Topcoats $45, $50

Tuxedos and Trousers $50 and $55

Young Men's Department 2nd Floor

SCOTT'S COMPANY

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

THE TECH

April 16, 1928

Page Four

THE TECH

Friday, March 16, 1928

Old Fashioned Strawberry Shortcake

Try one at The Esplanade Cafeteria

22-23 Main, r. at Beacon St.

TRY THE

FABERY'S SALTS

Over 50 years on the market

KILLER DRUG CO.

The Best for Spring

In Young Men's Dress

Many young men get dissatisfied with ready-to-wear clothes because they have not paid enough to get the best.

"Do you smoke?" "Do you drink?" "Do you dance?" "Do you gamble?" "Are you married?" and "Is a political party? and to indicate their positions at the close of the school year.

SENIOR ENDOWeMENT PLAN IS SELECTED

Friends of Ten Years

College Men Wanted for Summer Work

Deliverer of New York. 
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